


I responded calmly

If I could make a kayak out of disappointment
I wouldn't. But I'd sell myself as an artisan,
auctioning off my talents to sunken-eyed men
with handguns. I could turn their lust into plantlife.
Their apathy into oranges, tomatoes, and peaches.
Their self loathing into juniper berries.

Then I'd take my bloated wallet and buy myself a house with a basement,
just so I could turn mildew into dead mildew,
termites into dead termites, and
wool into a scarf. And I'd sleep with the lights on,
so if I woke up separated from my skin and limbs,
I'd know I still had a body. 

But most of all I'd turn the guilt into chocolate
and cook it into my pancakes each morning.



You will never get famous that way

You were ambivalent but you went to a fast food restaurant. You told your friends you 
didn’t eat fast food ever since you saw Fast Food Nation and then you ordered a hamburger 
anyway. You theorized about how many cows were in the burger.  You theorized out loud. 
Your friends didn’t want to hear it and they told you to be a vegan again if you were going 
to say things like that. You finished eating the burger in silence while your friends talked 
about local bands you hadn’t seen and didn’t plan to see. The next week you saw one of 
the bands and they were mediocre.
 
You tried to meet new people who would let you complain about burgers whenever you 
wanted. On OKCupid you met a bearded guy who talked a lot about hurricanes and other 
natural disasters but even though you said you were looking for friends he tried to kiss you 
on the mouth. You closed your account but a week later you registered for meetup.com. 
You met women in their thirties whose craving for companionship was nearly obscene, and 
even though you shared a moment with one woman about your mutual dislike for 
overzealous dog owners it was fleeting and you started to ignore her text messages. You 
tried to reconnect with high school friends but they were too busy posing for pictures with 
people they liked better.

You decided to change instead. You picked up a new hobby so you could relate to your 
friends. You settled on music. You bought a guitar on craigslist for 79 dollars. On youtube 
there were instructional videos but they didn’t explain how to change between chords. You 
spent an hour trying to tune your guitar, then another hour figuring out if you were tone-
deaf. That hour was inconclusive. You called your friends and told them about your new 
passion. For a day they got excited but then you got bored. You picked up knitting. No one 
wanted you to knit with them. 

You took a walk in an unfamiliar part of the city and noticed all the buildings looked the 
same. You said this out loud. A middle-aged man smoking a cigar looked at your shoes for 
too long. You looked away. Soon you wanted to be back in your apartment but you had 
walked too far to be home soon. You waved down a taxi but they wouldn't stop for you.

On the way back you found a dollar on the sidewalk so you picked it up and felt lucky. You 
said this out loud. You considered becoming a vegan again. With your dollar you bought an 
onion from the farmer’s market. You looked up soup recipes on your phone and while you 
were doing that you thought a stranger would steal your phone. A stranger didn’t steal your 
phone. You felt lucky. You said this out loud.

Cute people

Sometime s I see cute people in the street
We don't say hi
but we could
there is a moral to this story
its say hi to cute people
because you can



bored gay kids that like to hang out with young bohemians

You want to make me happier, so you
sketch my face without a mouth. Then you tap my shoulder,
catch my eye, and draw a maniacal smile. "There,"
you say. "That's our goal."
It's derailed somewhere between my pretension
and your apprehension, and once we hit
our breaks the skid marks leave
scars on this road. That's love--
when your blood runs red enough
the Bolsheviks start stirring in their graves.
And yet the corners of my mouth won't budge.
I am sitting bowlegged on a mildewed rug,
wondering why I am so far beyond communication,
pondering when I ascended higher than every person
in every room. You turn to dictionaries, libraries,
even tamari-spattered Chinese menus and come up dry.
We exchange I.O.U.s and burrow into barren
hovels, our brows furrowed and our heads
bulging with ibuprofen and caffeine.
If by age thirty there's a chemical that has
eluded our collective bloodstream, we've grown too old,
died too young,
or we've been sliced down the middle and our stitching
undone. Your sketchpad is stained and spotted with scorch
marks. The earliest works are effaced with age.
The caricatures inside pack their bags for
an eternity of neglect. The thunder and the falling
rain beyond the screen door wakes us up--
we're not the dreamers we thought we were,
we are scared,
clinging onto the other's wrists,
terrified that come morning,
shrapnel and time will twist us into our fathers
and uncles. The floor tremors again as we drift
down into uneasy sleep, only our summer sweat grounding
our bodies to a reality that smells like reality.
The cat sleeps next to us with one eye open.



the industrial revolution

what if you were in a plastic factory
and it was burning down
i bet it would smell bad
also a wig factory

don't go into burning down factories
that make bad smelling things
I would worry a little
that you might inhale something gross

This is not an anti drug poem

 thanks you have a different hair style

no one understands my poetry
no one understands finnegan's wake
i am literally james joyce

patriot's day

exhaustion is god's way of saying
try harder
but i don't believe in god so that's irrelevant
exhaustion is the body's way of saying
"i am flawed and broken"
i believe in my body
so that's relevant



hey bro I thought I said

let's go to dunky d's
and order unpretentious bad coffee
and cover it up with milk
and attend a sporting event

and then let's tell people we couldn't
live without it

boston pride

portland

you're so fucking portland i can't stand it
i want to be there eating organic
fruit with you and licking syrup
off your face
is that too visceral
should i step back a bit
should i lick syrup off my own face
first

the poncho poem

i'm literally wearing a poncho
this poncho is red
when i walk in the rain i only get kind of wet
someone is laughing at me
but their clothes are very wet
so my poncho is a good choice
my poncho is counter culture
my poncho is a revolution
that's red and wrapped around my body
my poncho is like the drunk uncle
who gives you a lot of money on your birthday



Maybe she's clinically depressed or something

I want to eat all the strawberries on your dresser.
With my mouth, not my hands. And I'll spit out the stem,
wipe my mouth with a sleeve, and pray to the ceiling fan
you'll think I'm charming and not just a frantic obsessive.

Except you don't exist, you're a shaggyhaired shadow
who feels a lot of things and cries a little
when he hears music in a minor key
and drinks his coffee in scalding gulps.
And when you waste away of throat cancer,
I'll waste away at your bedside.

Because I'm sick of being sad alone.
I'm sick of being regular alone.
I'm even sick of being happy alone,
which has always been too easily profound.
I'm sick of conversations inside myself,
with a curious id birthed with butterfingers
and a cafeteria-centered superego who deepfried
every part of me that could have been something extraordinary.

And I'm getting sicker every day.

Let's not get carried away, you probably won't find yourself moved or anything

i want to see you in an apron

yo



wet suffering picnic

let's have a picnic in the rain
because i hate you and
i want to see you eat mushy bread

i also want rain to get into your rice
there will be no kissing
just hate
and your suffering
it will be a wet suffering picnic

and it will go down in

history!

very exclusive

I am more indie
On the radio they said a song was classic
it was from 2001
I am more indie
someone asked me if their favorite band was indie
I said no
I am more indie
indie is regional
this is not an indie region
sorry
I am more indie



Unless his facebook profile is misleading

You keep sketching that same caricature -
the narrow lines of a face fertile with youth but deprived
of hope: it's the kind of countenance a thousand
lonely souls swoon over – one to eclipse their own angst.
And you're a thousand and one.
If I called you predictable, you'd shrug but I'd have burdened
you, and you'd scrawl something in your journal.
"Dear diary," you'd say, then stop.
"I'm so fucking alone." Too brash.
"I want a choice." Too vulnerable.
"I washed dishes today," you'd choose,
and document chores and consequence, while your sketchbook
argues for the prosecution. Modernity is its key witness,
modernity who sat in crowded theaters while the anxious
awaited an actor to bare his chest.

You want something bigger, better, that means something
at all the darkest hours of the day. At three forty five
in the morning, you want a loving arm, a watchful eye,
and fur so soft you'd place a bet on transcendence.
Instead you get pleading, baggage, human tea leaves
and sponges of faith. It's hard to be single
in a world stuffed with this lineup of arsonists.

So sketch away.
Someday you'll be as still as pen and paper.
Or you'll make ink come alive -
you've got the magic smothered with tissues,
grades, and hairpins.



omg omg omg

on sundays i am sometimes a small dog
it's not very convenient
sometimes i get fleas
they itch, a lot
so whenever anyone says “remember the sabbath day and keep it holy”
i tell them “um that's kind of hard when you are a dog”
hey maybe i should become a seventh-day adventist

wow you must really love the avengers did you really watch it five times

i am going to climb a tall
building
and i will write my
twitter account on the 
windows
in this way i will attain
celebrity beyond my wildest dreams

my wildest dreams
mostly concern animals that
actually like me

cyclists must follow the rules of the road as well

I will try my best because a poster said so. I will also shoot for the moon
so I can asphyxiate in space



bandit is the name of my cat and he is a very good cat 

the dumbest cat just walked into the street

hey dumbest cat why don’t you wise up
there’s not a lot of room in this world for dumb cats
cats have it tough even when they’re smart
cat you are not invincible
cat get out of the street
cat if you die can i have your things
i especially want your juicer
i am thinking about becoming a raw vegan
did you know that heating foods kills enzymes
you need enzymes to live
i read it on my friend’s facebook
another thing i read is that dogs are wonderful all of the time
but dogs are often gross and lick things they shouldn’t lick
another thing i don’t like about dogs is that they sometimes smell bad

Rousseau

I caught your eye
and let it go--
the trail of grime it left
bouncing down the stairs
confounded the custodians.

You were more of a fable
than you'd ever dare to consider.
"A moral?" you'd scoff. "Man is born
free." And behind you, your manacles
tore a trail of rust
through mud and stone.

You tugged the doorknob because you didn't
have the key. You dropped it down
in your lonely basement. You realized your dusty hands
held nothing but fingerprints and too many
pounds of flesh. 

Instead you spun 'round thrice and dug
a solemn ditch to wade in. 



plant/not a plant
i.

i am trying to make a paper crane
but i don't have fingers
i am a ficus plant
pour water on me, i want to be in your window
but i'll never make a paper crane
love me anyway

ii.

if i were a fern i could be present
here are some thoughts of a fern
“i am growing”
“oh no, aphids”
“it is raining right now”
i am not a fern
yesterday i bought an expensive milkshake
and did not feel satisfied



sports and football and fantasy novels

We call it "unspoken"
when you leave the pickle
jar sealed and go without.

Your pride's like an anxious ferret,
always tensed, always darting
beneath the wicker chair,

frightening the dinner guests.
I haven't yet cleaned the kitchen--
my nature was never homemaking:

I prefer the unmediated life, built
with stained countertops and a pile of dirty laundry.
I am weak and you are exhausted.

You told me you didn't understand me
like you confessed your ignorance
of art: an enigma, unworthy of effort but 

beautiful in its mystique. 
I wish you were still
half as fascinating,

but you lie frustrated on the couch,
your spindly fingers trawling the bag of corn chips
as your favorite athlete stumbles and falls.



i will take your knight. ha ha

come see the worlds biggest chess set

it wasn’t very big
it was disappointing
most chess related things are disappointing
when i was in the fifth grade i was disappointed by chess
twenty people had gathered around the biggest
chess set
eighteen of them smelled like socks
the largest chess set was an activity
it was advertised online
and in pamphlets
maybe that’s why people came
the pawn didn’t even go up to my knee
i thought this was going to be cool
i thought other things would be cool too
instead everything is rainy and wet and smells musty
even the chess set probably
even though it’s plastic

omaha

let’s vacation in nebraska

come on and picnic with me in nebraska
i will bring the sandwiches
you can buy the airline tickets
and then we can have a good time in nebraska
there are many sites to see in nebraska
like national parks or something
and a nationwide steak chain
wow i cannot wait for nebraska



I had a Greek omelet and it was o.k.

She makes pancakes out of boys like you.
Fattened up and complacent, you'd sizzle
on the stove until you're black and crusty,
you'd fall on the floor and her eager retriever

takes you in his teeth. But you're aware:
your black-rimmed glasses tell terrible tales;
you're intellectual in the frayed, folded-over way.
But she's warm like the blood in her mouth
though she smells like tangerines.
Her hair is Tennessee and you're Kentucky.
Together you could be an atlas -
together, you could headline a country music festival.

"Forget the past" is how you shuffle
through doubt - an icy aerosol to match
your heat. Tonight she'll make french toast:
and that's from brioche, not flesh, not the sinews
in your chest, not your sick marrow they thought would
kill you long ago. Her photographs spark
dry meadows ablaze. It's a new age, a new era,
and you paddle through her quicksand: here come
many waters, so climb aboard your raft, cross your fingers,
and maybe you'll wake up in her pond: I hear it's thick with honey.



pumpkin

“Let's go to the pumpkin festival.”
“That's for old people. I'm pretty sure only old people are going to be there.”
“Yeah but there's probably going to be pumpkin flavored free food. Come on.”
“No. Old people scare me.”
And so we ended up sitting at home and we went on the internet and we looked at 

pictures of people's Halloween costumes and we had a good night except I wanted a 
pumpkin spice muffin.

I agree with everything

bake me a cake
bake me chocolate chip cookies
feed them to me on the couch
look at my chocolate smudged mouth
lick the smudge off
wow this is really intimate
now get me milk
read me emails from your dad
use funny voices when you do
wow I am laughing
i'm never laughing except now when I am
you're cute in your cardigan
I don't even like milk but I like it when you pour me milk
let's sing along to a bad song together
we can briefly consider kissing before we don't
let's look at the bad fashion choices of the people outside
wow I am laughing



Sex At The Department of Motor Vehicles

The novelization of your broken leg
sold thousands to preachers and yuppie
teachers. I saw your autograph 
going for big bucks on eBay -

one dollar and sixty three cents,
that's good enough to buy an ice cream
cone, at least if you live in nineteen
ninety four. Tell me, does success

get to your head, or is that just cocaine?
Let me rephrase: is suffering solace,
or just a comfortable bed? You lie
to reporters that you want to be dead

but instead you're up early to lick
the cookie dough from the shimmering bowl.



Hey can you clean up that mess you made in the fridge your chicken bag leaked

i am going to get a burlap bag and i am going to put a bunch of carrots in it and i am going 
to carry it to your door
hi would you like a lot of carrots
they are fresh and i just dug them up
invite me in please
i am going to make a carrot cake
i am going to read your cookbooks and make a fucking carrot cake
do you have cream cheese
you will probably need it
if we are going to make a good carrot cake
also can i sleep on your couch

salty brine beach

I hold my head underwater. I will grow gills.
Salty air heralds brackish weekends and a sputtering Monday,
but seventeen times I've splashed shoreside, parched,
hungry. Someday I'll swim unafraid - someday,

I'll look forward to the dive. Until then, I paint myself
blue in a bathtub, a dead lift for a futile muscle. 
A Homeric invocation. I've found a muse, so my child's
hand snatches at her, but like a burst blister

that's purple and swelling, she's an echo of an ignored wound.
Starved of elegance, flopping about in a crowd of the dull,
rude, and self-assured, a domestic goddess remains, a fixture
in a pre-slumber zeitgeist. She stands with only her palm.



Fucking Dog

I called you dangerous on a terrified phone call.
I called you a psychopath. You called me
immature and so did your mother. You hated your mother.

You wanted me to stop rubbing my ego on you.
Fine. I rubbed my ego on
fish sticks. I don't have enough fish sticks
to feed your fucking children.
I don't like saying fucking children.

It's dangerous for a pine cone to breed.
Don't breed a pinecone.
This is my manifesto. 
This is a code. This is a koan.
This is an instruction manual for Hot Wheels
racing sets. Put that down. Nobody
reads the manual. They told me that.
I read my mother's Saturn manual
fifteen times. I liked the parts with the instructions about emergencies.
I liked emergencies. I liked panic.
That's why I'm writing this poem alone in a room.
That's not so unusual. Don't say that.

My cat is going to be around for years.
Love that cat. He was my evil side.
Sabrina was my lovable side. And now she's dead. My lovable
but not exciting dog is dead. I was never
present with my dog. And now she's dead.
The dog I got when I was seven
grew up without me. 
My fucking dog.
I shouldn't say fucking dog.



topeka

you are kind of cute

i want to collect all the flowers that grow in this state
and give them to you
you’d probably think
“i don’t even like flowers” but you’d take them
and say “this is a lot of flowers” outloud
and i’d say yeah
this is a lot of flowers
look at the effort i went through for you
and then we’ll take a walk together
maybe we’ll end up somewhere interesting
maybe we’ll eat street food from a cart
people think that gives you food poisoning
but i have never gotten food poisoning
and i eat food from carts often
you should be more adventurous
i want to go on an adventure with you
i want to kayak across a dirty river with you
that way you’ll try extra hard not to capsize
i like kayaking upright with you

you rattled off every american president in order
what is that
how do you do that
i know them all too but not rhythmically
not with such poise
i’m in such admiration i dropped my glasses into my soup
what shitty soup
i don’t even wear glasses


